USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Episode One:  One Turn Deserves Another...

The Vesuvius has been ordered to leave Earth orbit and test its systems while en route back to its normal patrol are. The Vesuvius is 3 days away from its patrol area and comes to an area of space ideal to begin testing of its systems.

Host CTO Horn says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: In her Ready Room trying to concentrate on reports, but not succeeding at it ::

XO Kelson says:
:: At command ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: In his office in Main Engineering ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: At station monitoring power ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: At post running last of the diagnostics ::

EO Blade says:
:: Walks around in Main engineering ::

CSO Lane says:
:: At her new station looking over the controls ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Motions for EO Blade to come into his office ::

EO Blade says:
:: Nods ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: Asteroid field show up on sensors to the starboard

FCO Horn says:
:: At Flight Control, checking diagnostic results ::

EO Blade says:
:: Walks to CEO's office ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Notes an asteroid field ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Continues to check the medical equipment after the most recent updates and repairs ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Commander, sensors are picking up an asteroid field.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Routes power to sensors ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns off her computer and gets up to look out the window... ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Thank you, Ms. Lane

CEO McGregor says:
:: Motions for the EO to enter ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters the bridge and waits for a moment to speak to the Captain ::

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Bring us into range of the asteroid field, Commander Horn.

EO Blade says:
:: Enters the office ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Looks like I get to finally test the weapons

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Ready for the shootin' gallery, Alex?

CSO Lane says:
:: Monitors the field and scans for anything unusual ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Aye sir.   :: Adjusts flight path to within 50,000k of the asteroid field ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: I know you've been chomping at the bit...   :: Smiles ::

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Ahh Laddie, I would like you to run a diagnostics on the new warp core adjustments that were made

EO Blade says:
CEO: Yes, Sir.

XO Kelson says:
*CO* Captain...we are in range of the asteroid field.  Shall we begin weapons tests?

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Permission to bring shields and weapons online

Host CO Royce says:
*XO*  At your discretion, Commander.

EO Blade says:
:: Turns and leaves ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Make it so, Commander.

CEO McGregor says:
EO: And be careful will ya?  Gets a might hot around there

XO Kelson says:
*CO* Thank you, Captain.  Kelson out.

EO Blade says:
:: Nods ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Brings shields and weapons online ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Wonders just where out there Dru could be and sighs... ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Finishes the diagnostics on the biobed that she's working on and then goes to the next...looking around at the empty room ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Checks LCARS for history on this asteroid field ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Monitors the power distribution closely ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Commander, the field is made up of the usual components.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Notices the flashes on the main console that main weapons and shield systems just went hot ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: We are coming in range in 2 minutes, Commander.

XO Kelson says:
CSO: How unusual are these components, Lt.?

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Thank you, Commander.

CMO Zria says:
Self: I hope everyone gets to enjoy today and get settled back into the routine of being on ship.

EO Blade says:
:: Walks over to the warp core and begins diagnostic ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Hears a beeping coming from her panel ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: There was a momentary spike of energy from the aft shield...But it is gone

XO Kelson says:
CTO: We are 2 minutes from the start of the test.  Is that spike going to set the test back?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Unnamed uncharted asteroid field, opens a log ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Also notices the spike and begins to look into power distribution ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Chimes the CO's Ready Room door ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Makes adjustments to the biobed sensors to correct a slight mis-calibration and then double checks the repair ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins tapping her foot, hears her chime ::   Door:  Come in.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Waiting at 50,000 kilometers of the parameter.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Notes a spike in the power distribution for engineering ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Notes the denseness of the field figuring the CTO should be able to hit something ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: No sir, It was just probably a piece of space debris caught in the shield when it came up. Nothing to worry about

OPS Chaser says:
:: Attempts to compensate power regulation ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters the ready room and steps towards the Captain ::   CO: Ensign T’Lara. Vulcan Advisor reporting for duty sir.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns to see the CIV walk in ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Begin targeting nearest asteroid

Host CO Royce says:
:: Motions to the CIV to have a seat. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes her seat behind her desk ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Alright then...The ship is yours to test...

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: Sir. If it is at all permitted, I would prefer standing.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Thank you sir

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Punches a few buttons and loads a torpedo into the bay ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Raises an eyebrow... ::  CIV:  If you wish, Ensign.  Thank you for meeting with me.

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Send out message to all decks that this is only a weapons test.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Firing torpedo   :: Hits the fire button ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Frowns at the jumble of readings and begins taking apart the  sensor panel to begin repairs ::   Self: Sometimes I wonder what these Starbase technicians do...half the time we wind up redoing half of what they do.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Nods ::

Host CO Royce says:
CIV:  I just need to know what exactly your area of expertise is in.

XO Kelson says:
:: Sits back and crosses legs waiting for the show to start ::

OPS Chaser says:
*SHIPWIDE*: Attention all hands, ship testing has begun, weapons testing commencing for-rthwith.

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: The torpedo soars through space and misses the target by 1000ft

CSO Lane says:
:: Giggles at the miss but hides it ::

Host CTO Horn says:
Self: Darn

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: I have a height expertise in science and engineering. However, if required, I am trained in tactical as well.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Target scanners are off by 2%. I am recalibrating

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Ever heard the expression "broad side of a barn" Commander?   :: Smiles slightly ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods ::  CIV:  That's good to know.  And you studied all this at the Academy?

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Gives the XO a "go to hell look" ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tweaks power to the targeting sensors ::

EO Blade says:
:: Finishes diagnostic ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Maybe we'd do better if we WERE aiming at a barn, Sir.   :: Grins ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Begins her diagnostics on the sensor arrays while the tactical testing is proceeding ::

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: I studied at Vulcan Institute of Science, Princeton University, and Starfleet Academy sir.

CMO Zria says:
:: Continues her rounds through sickbay and makes a list of the equipment that will need to be monitored for further adjustments ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Winks and smiles at CTO ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Calibration done. I will try to hit the "broad side of the barn" this time   :: Smiles back ::

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: And...at Harvard for my doctorates in physics.

Host CTO Horn says:
ALL: Firing again   :: Fires another torpedo ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Slides down in her seat a little after seeing the look the CTO just gave the XO ::

XO Kelson says:
FCO: No barns out yonder, Commander.  But she'll get the next one...

CSO Lane says:
:: Glances at Sam winking at Alex and raises an eyebrow ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: Second torpedo hits its target and destroys the asteroid

CEO McGregor says:
*CTO* I show no reason for the shield power spike on this end

EO Blade says:
:: Turns around and goes to CEO's office ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Grins a moment ::   CIV:  Excellent.  Good to know you are versatile.
:: Looks directly at the CIV still grinning ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: There's our famous sharp-shooter!  Nice work, Commander.  Starting to get the feel of the new system?

Host CTO Horn says:
*CEO*: What is wrong. Doubt my expertise?

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Blinks at the CO, curious why she's grinning ::   CO: Is there something humorous about my educational experience sir?

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Who had doubts.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Too bad we can't land her.  I'd find Alex a barn.   :: Smiles ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: You think I can't do this job?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Giggles at the FCO and nods ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: You want to do my job don’t you?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smile broadens... ::  CIV:  No, Ensign...it's just that...   :: A small giggle escapes her... ::    I've had to correct every new Ensign and transfer to this ship.  I guess I should just learn to live with it....

CSO Lane says:
CTO: Large asteroid coming into range...good luck.

CEO McGregor says:
*CTO* Not at all
XO Kelson says:
CTO: You know better than that...I know what you can do.   :: Smiles ::   And I've had your job...no thanks.

Host CTO Horn says:
CSO: I can see that. I am not that incompetent. Unless you are with him. Of course you are. You two are against me aren't you

EO Blade says:
:: Enters CEO's office ::   CEO: Everything is fine.

CSO Lane says:
:: Shoots a glare at Alex ::   Self: What is up with her today!

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Two against one...I think we are out numbered, Ms. Lane...

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Stares at the Captain, waiting for her to stop laughing ::

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Fine now I would like you to begin tracking that power spike from the shield systems. I am going to the bridge

Host CTO Horn says:
XO/CSO: You can't have it. You are all jealous aren't you. You all know that I can do the job better than you can

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Begins to get very agitated ::

EO Blade says:
CEO: Yes, Sir.   :: Leaves office ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Turns to look at Alex ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Gets up and heads for the turbolift ::

Host CO Royce says:
CIV:  I'm sorry, Ensign.    :: Continues to smile ::   My apologizes.  I just prefer to be called, "ma'am".

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks at Sam and smiles ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Just a little fun, Commander.  Nothing to raise your fur over...

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Pulls phaser out to protect herself ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: You're doing a fine job.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: What so now I am a furry animal.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Nods ::   CO: Understood... ma'am.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Watches Alex pull a phaser ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Motions to Sam when she sees the phaser ::

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Her jaw drops ::

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Your in league with the penguins, aren't you?

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Okay...let's not get too agitated...   :: Moves slowly around command ::

CSO Lane says:
CTO: Alex, what are you doing?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles ::   CIV:  Thank you, Ensign.  Your dismissed.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Who is with you?

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Let's start with putting the phaser down.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Sends a test message to the CO, the CTO has a phaser on the XO ::

Host CO Royce says:
CIV:  Oh...and Ensign...

EO Blade says:
:: Walks to Shield control panel ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Starting to wonder if she's another Captain Thorpe ::   CO: Understood. Is there a specific person you wish for me

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: I can't. If you aren't with me then you are against me

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Waits for the captain to finish ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ALL: Who is all with the XO and who is all with me

XO Kelson says:
CTO: I am with you, Alex.  We all are with you.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles ::  CIV:  No...not at this time, though you may want to see if Sciences need some help, or Tactical.

CSO Lane says:
:: Softly calls security on the comm ::   Sec: I need a security team to the bridge.

FCO Horn says:
:: Keeps her voice low ::   *CMO* Doctor, I believe you are needed on the bridge.  The CTO is behaving rather erratically.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Slides down in her seat ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: We are one big happy ship...remember?

Host CO Royce says:
CIV:  And...welcome aboard.  It's nice to have you.    :: Smiles again at the Ensign ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ALL: Can't let the Penguins take control. They must not continue with their plan of galactic domination

FCO Horn says:
*CO* Captain, you may want to come out here.

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: Thank you Captain.   :: Nods to her and proceeds towards the exit ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ALL: I must assume that you are all in league with the rest of them

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at the Ensign as she hears her combadge ::   *FCO*  What's the problem, Cmdr?

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves closer to Alex ::   CTO: Tell us about the penguins so we can keep them at bay...

CSO Lane says:
:: Watches Alex as she waits for the security team to arrive ::

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: The CTO is holding a phaser on the XO, Ma'am.

Host CTO Horn says:
Computer: Lock out all command codes. Use Fractural Code Horn1

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Exits the Ready Room and looks at the commotion...with peculiar interest ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Finishes her list and responds to the FCO ::   *FCO*: I'm on my way.

Host CTO Horn says:
XO: Stand back. I mean it

OPS Chaser says:
:: Attempts to isolate the main core ::

FCO Horn says:
CTO: Alex, in league with who?  I've not heard of them.  Will you tell me about them?

EO Blade says:
:: Begins tracking the energy spike ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: In a serious tone... ::   *FCO*  I'm on my way.  Have OPS send a message to medical.  Call the doctor to the bridge.

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks at CIV and shakes head ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks concerned ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: The Computer is locked out using CTO’s code

XO Kelson says:
:: Stops moving ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Picks up a med kit and heads for the turbolift ::   Computer: Bridge, stat!

FCO Horn says:
*CO* Already done.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Stands and leaves her Ready Room ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Raises hands ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Looks around and makes a break for the turbolift ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: No one here is going to hurt you, Alex.  Let's just put down the weapon and talk this out.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters the bridge ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Watches the CTO over her shoulder ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks and sees a commotion near the turbolift ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees the security team enter the bridge and motions them over to her ::
Sec: It's Alex, she's well...she's lost it. Be careful, she's armed.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves towards the turbolift ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees Alex running toward the lift as the doors open, quickly takes a sedative out of the med kit and prepares to administer it if she makes it into the lift ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Runs for the TAC station and attempts to lock out weapons, but sees the computer is already locked out ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Commander Horn!  A minute please!

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: CTO collapses before she makes it to the Turbo Lift

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Curious if she should use her mother's diplomatic talent on the Chief Tactical Officer, then decides that she would only get in the way ::

CSO Lane says:
<Sec> :: Heads for the turbolift ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves to Alex ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Moves to Alex's side ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Moves to the CTO's side and begins running a bio scanner over Alex ::

XO Kelson says:
CMO: I don't know what came over her, Doc...   :: Begins to sweat ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Commander Kelson...report!  What happened?

OPS Chaser says:
:: attempts to monitor the asteroid field from tactical ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Walks over and stands behind the FCO ::   FCO: What the heck happened to her?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:   The Deltan pheromones from the Doctor trigger a physical reaction in the XO

XO Kelson says:
CMO: She just started talking about penguins...fuzzy, furry, soft penguins...   :: Reaches out and touches Doctor ::

XO Kelson says:
CMO: As soft as your skin, Zria...   :: Caresses her face ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks up at the XO, sensing his sudden reaction ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Exits turbolift on the Bridge ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Says softly ::   XO: Sir, I think a cold shower might be in order.

CSO Lane says:
:: Eyes widen as she overhears Sam ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Is concerned for the CTO, but doesn't want to crowd around the rest of the staff ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Slowly wakes up and looks around ::

XO Kelson says:
CMO: You know...I've always had a soft spot for Deltan’s...

Host CTO Horn says:
ALL: What happened?

FCO Horn says:
CTO: You suddenly showed a fear of penguins Commander.

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods to the XO ::   ALL: Nothing shows on the bio scan...perhaps we should move her to sickbay...   :: Tries not to let herself react to the XO's caress ::

XO Kelson says:
CMO: Your head is what really turns me on, Doc...May I touch it.  Please???
:: Pleads ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Sir!   :: Grabs Kelson by the arm ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Reaches out and grabs Sam's arm ::   XO: Sam, what are you doing?

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Watches the crew ::

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Oh, Commander...I like the rough stuff...   :: Smiles wryly ::

Host CTO Horn says:
FCO: Yea, I hate penguins

CMO Zria says:
:: Stands up and steps back ::   XO: Commander, You must control yourself.
:: Concentrates on emitting negative hormones to counteract what is happening to the XO ::

CSO Lane says:
CMO: Doctor, why is he acting this way?

EO Blade says:
*CEO*: Sir I couldn’t find the spike.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Places her hands on her hips as she watches the crowd ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Backs up and turns away ::

XO Kelson says:
CMO: I'm tired of controlling myself...I want to be free...   :: Starts to unzip
tunic ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Senses the XO's thoughts ::   XO: Commander, with all due respect, you can take those thoughts and put them in a cold shower!

FCO Horn says:
CTO: Obviously

Host CO Royce says:
:: Raises her left eyebrow at the XO's comment ::

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Suggest we move out of the aster-roid field.

CEO McGregor says:
*EO* Very well Laddie You have Engineering

FCO Horn says:
OPS: We are at 50,000k unless someone has moved us closer.

XO Kelson says:
:: Continues to undress ::   All:: Ladies?  Join me in the lounge for a little...you know...   :: Winks ::

CIV T’Lara says:
CO: Captain, does the crew normally act like this?

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Tries to stand, but falls again as her shaky legs collapse under her ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Can't stand to watch what is happening any longer and walks back to her station, a tear rolling down her cheek ::

XO Kelson says:
ALL: The more the merrier...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns around and looks at the view screen ::   FCO:  Commander, what's the status of the equipment tests?

FCO Horn says:
:: Slaps the XO for his thoughts ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Flushes slightly as she hears the CSO ::   CSO: Its a reaction to the pheromones that I emit.  Something is happening...I must be losing control of them.  

XO Kelson says:
:: Whispers ::   CO: I won't tell Dru, I promise...

EO Blade says:
*CEO*: Thank you, Sir.

FCO Horn says:
CO: I'll check Ma'am, before relieving myself of duty.   :: Glares at the XO ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Gets up and moves back to her console ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Shakes head after slap ::   FCO: Wow...you're a feisty one...I like it!

Host CO Royce says:
CMO:  Get him off my bridge!   ALL:  Anyone...get him off my bridge!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Continues to monitor ship from tactical ::

Host CO Royce says:
All:  The rest of you...return to your stations

Host CO Royce says:
All: We need to complete these tests

FCO Horn says:
CO: Torpedo test has been run.  Engineering has yet to finish.

Host CO Royce says:
FCO: Results of the torpedo testing?

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Proceeds to the tactical console, since the Chief Tactical Officer won't be using
it ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: You're right, Cap'n.  I need to visit the holodeck.  Real women just aren't worth the trouble...   :: Turns and heads for the turbolift ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Second shot was a perfect shot.

CMO Zria says:
XO: Commander, You don't really want to do this.   :: Hears the CO and nods ::   OPS: Transport the XO to isolation and myself to sickbay.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Looks at the CIV ::

CSO Lane says:
<Sec>CO: Captain, we'll escort the Commander to sickbay

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns around and raises her eyebrow again at her XO ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: The XO suddenly collapses to the floor

OPS Chaser says:
:: Access transport from Tactical and begins transport of the XO ::

OPS Chaser says:
CMO: Aye, Ma'am.

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees the XO collapse and moves to his side :: 

Host CO Royce says:
CTO/TO/CIV:  I want a re-test of the torpedo systems

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Sees the Operations Officer is present there already, proceeds to an auxiliary console ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Scans him and finds nothing ::

Host CO Royce says:
OPS:  How are power grids and allotments?

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: Transporters will not activate. All Computer control have been locked out

FCO Horn says:
CEO: How's the engine tests coming?

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks up from her console and frowns ::   All: You know, I think we need some changes around here.   :: Feels very strange like everyone is better than she is ::

Host CO Royce says:
All:  We've got a schedule to keep folks!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sounds off from behind the CO ::   CO: We have no computer access Captain

FCO Horn says:
CO: Captain, I'm locked out.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Grunts ::  Computer:  Return computer functions to the bridge.  Authorization Royce Omega Five

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Slowly stands up from the floor ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Looks at the console ::   CO: I appear to be locked out as well Captain.   :: Her command codes should be in full effect on this vessel ::

CSO Lane says:
All: I wish I could be as good at flying as Sarah.   FCO: You are the best Sarah.

CEO McGregor says:
FCO: The Engines are running like a well run distillery

Host Gerry says:
<Computer> Access Denied.

CEO McGregor says:
FCO: As it were

Host CO Royce says:
:: Is not at all happy and is beginning to get angry ::

CMO Zria says:
Security: Help me get these two to sickbay.   CO: Scans do not detect anything wrong with either Commander Horn or Commander Kelson.  However, due to their behavior, I suggest keeping them in sickbay and monitoring their condition.

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks at Hope and senses her emotions ::

Host CO Royce says:
Computer:  Override computer lock out.  Authorization Royce Zulu Three

CSO Lane says:
:: Leans on her console and sighs ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: I do my best, Hope.  But, I couldn't handle Sciences the way you do.
:: Smiles ::

Host CO Royce says:
CMO:  Agreed Doctor.  Do what you can for them

CMO Zria says:
:: Turns to Alex as she sees her trying to stand and moves to give her support ::   CTO: Lean on me until we get you to sickbay.

CSO Lane says:
<Sec> :: Grabs the CTO and XO under the arms ::

Host CTO Horn says:
:: Takes the offered help ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Giggles ::   FCO: Oh you're just saying that.

XO Kelson says:
:: Hangs limp in the strong security guard's arms ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Captain, may I speak with you for a moment?

Host CO Royce says:
FCO: Yes, Commander?

CMO Zria says:
CO: Yes, Ma'am.   :: Moves with the security team, XO & CTO to the turbolift :: Computer: Sickbay.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Eyebrow raises ::   CO: Captain, I believe we might be able to get past the computer override. However, we might have to manually trigger a computer core reset.

Host CTO Horn says:
CMO: I am fine really. All I need to do is rest for a minute

Host CO Royce says:
CIV:  If you can do it, then make it so!

CSO Lane says:
<Sec>:: Steps into the lift with the pair of officers ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Nods to the captain and proceeds to the turbolift...that is...if it works ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Lowers her voice ::   CO: Whatever was affecting Alex, I think the CSO has it to.  Either that or the CTO, CSO, and XO are all on something.

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles ::   CTO: Then you can rest in sickbay while I check you over thoroughly.  We need to find out what is going on here.

Host CO Royce says:
FCO:  What evidence can you give me, Sarah?  I wasn't out here at the start of this.

FCO Horn says:
CO: It's what I'm sensing Ma'am.  Alex was suddenly overly defensive.  She thought we were all wanting her job.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters turbolift ::   Computer: Deck 10.

CMO Zria says:
:: Exits the lift and directs the security team to place the unconscious XO onto a biobed and indicates another bed for Alex ::   CTO: Just lie here for a while.  We'll let the biobed scanners complete a thorough battery of scans and we'll see if there is anything that shows.

FCO Horn says:
CO: The XO was hitting on the CMO and I.  Now Hope feels...well, insecure.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods ::   FCO:  Do you think we have an air born contagion?

CSO Lane says:
:: Walks over to the Captain ::   CO: Hey Xen, you're doing a bang up job here. I could never do what you do. I bet that cute husband of yours thinks so too.
:: Smiles ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: I don't know.  With the computer locked down, I'll get a tricorder.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over at the CSO incredulous ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Returns to her station and goes about trying to hotwire her console ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Gently ::  CSO:  Hope, I want you to report to sickbay.  That's an order.

EO Blade says:
:: Walks over to the replicator ::   Replicator: Water,10 degrees Celsius.

CSO Lane says:
CO: Who shines your pips? Boy they look good.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Taps her combadge ::  *TO Shadow*  Royce to Shadow

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stare incredulously at the CSO ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks again at the CSO ::   CSO:  Hope, please have a seat.   :: Takes her gently by the arm and guides her to the XO's chair ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Watches the sensor readings on both biobeds and shakes her head in
confusion ::   Self: It doesn't make sense.

CSO Lane says:
CO: Wow, you give great orders.

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Hope, are you okay?

Host CO Royce says:
<Shadow> *CO* Shadow here, ma'am

CSO Lane says:
:: Giggles ::   CO: Oooo, Sammy's chair.   :: Bounces ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Moves up to science and takes a tricorder from under the console ::

Host CO Royce says:
*Shadow*  I want you to escort Lt. Lane to sickbay...immediately

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Exits turbolift and proceeds to the computer core room ::

Host CO Royce says:
<Shadow>*CO* On my way ma'am

FCO Horn says:
:: Begins scanning the bridge for airborne contagions ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls out several isolinear chips and re-routes them to try to access the main computer ::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: I'm super duper.   :: Dangles her legs and smiles ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns to the CSO ::   CSO:  Hope, I'm ordering you to sit here until Lt. Shadow comes for you.  He's going to take you to sickbay

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks about trying the battle bridge ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters computer core room and starts accessing main computer core controls ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Sure Captain.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves over to OPS and FCO ::   FCO/OPS:  How's it going?

FCO Horn says:
:: Moves back to the Captain ::   CO: Nothing.  Air is clean.

CSO Lane says:
:: Feels around in the seat and collapses just as she finds Sam's little toy ::

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: The CSO suddenly collapses

Host CO Royce says:
:: Gets a really worried look on her face... ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peeks out from under her console, thinking how is it going, she never asks how is it going ::

EO Blade says:
:: Picks up water and takes a sip ::   Self: Engineering is hard work, but rewarding.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Aware that she needs command codes to get any access to the computer core...walks from the console and proceeds to the computer core itself ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins to breath quickly, moving her hands to her neck ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Begins studying the brainwave scans hoping to see something :: CTO: How are you feeling?

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Er -r-r-r ummmm…fine Captain.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Captain?  Are you okay?   :: Backs up a little ::

Host CO Royce says:
FCO/OPS:  What's taking so long?

CSO Lane says:
:: Lays in the XO's chair ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Scampers way back under her console ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Moves over to the XO's bed to see if there is any change in his condition ::

Host CO Royce says:
FCO/OPS:  We need to get moving.  We're due at the Cardassian border soon....

OPS Chaser says:
:: Works furiously to bypass command codes ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins to wring her hands. ::

XO Kelson says:
::Sam moans and smiles::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: In physical contact with the computer core ::   *CO*: Captain...before I continue, we have a couple options. Because of the danger it presents to a ship when the computer core is...abruptly reset...I question if you wish to continue.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins to pace ::

FCO Horn says:
Self: Oh no.

Host CTO Horn says:
ACTION: OPS Attempts to by pass command codes remain unsuccessful

Host CO Royce says:
*CIV*  You have to do what to the computer core?  Reset?

FCO Horn says:
CO: I need to speak to CTO Horn before testing again.  We are nearly done.  Don't worry.  I'll get us to the border on time.

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

